THE COMPANY: Galenicum is a pharmaceutical company that provides products and services to its clients. Founded in 2003 by Joaquim Domingo, Erich J.W. Büchen and Alejandro Ollé, the company’s goal has not changed since day one: combine a healthy growing business with a strong social commitment to improve people’s health and lives. Our activities include the development, production and registration of finished products, and the sale of active ingredients.

Geographical situation: With a global vision, the Company’s headquarters are located in Barcelona, with further offices in Madrid, Brazil, Peru, Malta, China and India, and setting up new ones in Chile and Colombia. Europe is our main market of operation, but we also have penetrated markets in the Middle East and North Africa and in Latin America. Galenicum represents a new way of understanding business, with innovation, initiative and commitment as the backbone of the corporate culture. Today, Galenicum has become an ambitious global Project based on friendship, entrepreneurship and the spirit of overcoming and, undoubtedly, one of the best kept secrets in Barcelona.

Advice for future engineers: Go beyond the technical aspects and have an innovative approach to new challenges arising, with continuous training and spirit of overcoming as key factors in developing a successful career.

STUDENT PROFILE

Interested in students doing the bachelor’s thesis in their company?
YES  NO

Interested in internship students? YES  NO

Selection criteria: Every year we have about 6 internship vacancies in our supply chain department. We look for students in their last year of Engineering Management, Operations and Supply Chain. We value Erasmus scholarships, international internships taken during their studies and professional experience. We search creative, dynamic, committed, proactive, highly responsible and organized people, with good communication and interpersonal skills. It is very valuable to be a good team player and be proficient with Excel.

Selection process: Please if you are interested send us your CV to recruiting@galenicum.com. If we have an open vacancy we will call you for an interview with our HR team and Supply chain Manager and you will participate in some group dynamics. You will be evaluated within a specific case study dealing with supply chain and regarding your English level. We are pleased to receive your CV year-round and we will keep it in our database if we don’t have any current vacancies. Currently we have 3 open internship vacancies in our Supply Chain team. If you are interested, please join our workshop that will take place on 11th of March at 15h at Forum Etsieb.

Required languages: Excellent level of English.

ESPECIALITIES:

AUTOMÀTICA  DISSENY  ESTRUCTURES  FABRICACIÓ  FLUIDOTÈCNICA

GESTIÓ  MATERIALS  MECÀNICA  MRI  ORGANITZACIÓ  TERMOENERGÈTICA

QUÍMICA  TRANSPORTS  ALTRES